The 66 and 66 R Series are the leading Disc Tumbler/Rekeyable padlocks in the world. Manufactured in the United States. They are solid pressure cast body and feature a hardened steel, chrome plated shackle. They come in many shackle sizes and with many accessories. The 66 and 66R series can be master keyed upon request.
FEATURES & BENEFITS:

- **Material:** Solid pressure cast, textured military green matte finish. Hardened steel, chrome plated shackle.
- **Key Blank No.:** 5865-JVR (5 Disc), 8658-JVR (6 Disc)
- **Disc Tumblers:** 6 regular
- **Regular Key Changes:** 200 (5 Disc), 700 (6 Disc)
- **Masterkeyed Key Changes:** 180 (5 Disc), 700 (6 Disc)
- **Masterkeying:** Available when specified on order
- **Chain:** Available with 2217N steel chain assembly, 9" chain.
- **Specify on order using suffix "C" (e.g., 66C).**

### Part No./Cyl Length | Stock ID # | MKYD | Shackle Clearance | Stock Qty | Approx.Boxed | Wt. (lbs./oz.)
--- | --- | --- | --- | --- | --- | ---
66 KD | 03060 | | 3/4" | 10 | | 4/0 |
K66 KD, Carded | 00088 | | 3/4" | 8 | | 4/0 |
66 KA - CAT15 | 00091 | | 3/4" | 10 | | 4/0 |
66 CAT30 | 00092 | | 3/4" | 10 | | 4/0 |
66 AUE1 | 00090 | | 3/4" | 10 | | 4/0 |
66 AUE50 | 00093 | | 3/4" | 10 | | 4/0 |
66 MKY M8003 (KD) | 00103 | | 3/4" | 10 | | 4/0 |
66 | | | 3/4" | | | |
66H* | | | 1 1/4" | | | |
66HB | | | 1 1/4" | | | |
66K | | | 5" | | | |
66P | | | 2 3/4" | | | |
66R KD | 00096 | | 2 3/4" | 10 | | 4/5 |
66R KA - AUE1 | 00097 | | 2 3/4" | 10 | | 4/5 |
66R MKY M8003 (KD) | 00098 | | 2 3/4" | 10 | | 4/5 |
66R | | | 2 3/4" | | | |
66KR KD | 00099 | | 5" | 10 | | 4/3 |
66KR KA - AUE1 | 00100 | | 5" | 10 | | 4/3 |
66KR MKY M8003 (KD) | 00101 | | 5" | 10 | | 4/3 |
66KR | | | 5" | | | |

*Only 66H available with breakable shackle for emergency entry. Specify on order using suffix "B" (e.g., 66HB)*